Voltage Control Approach in Smart Distribution Network with Renewable Distributed Generation
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Abstract:
Voltage control is one of the imperative issues in the smart distribution control system. While traditional distribution network is equipped with communication and monitoring equipment, the online voltage control can be perfectly achieved. With using these smart grid technologies, the distribution voltage control schemes should carry out intelligently and cover the undesirable effect of high penetration of renewable distributed generation. This paper presents a new approach that improved the conventional voltage control models. The proposed approach needs measuring and communication equipment less than other methods, and can cover the renewable distributed generation impact on distribution network. The proposed online voltage control model was tested on typical distribution network. The results show that the proposed model can stabilize voltage in predefined range in different consumer load fluctuation conditions and variable renewable generation levels.
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1. Introduction

Utilizing Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in distribution system lead to increase reliability and reduce emission. Because of global warming, most of governments have planned to develop distributed generations (DG) implementation [1]. However, control and operation of many DGs may have some challenges for Distribution System Operator (DSO). In general, the Smart grid concept is a key to achieve all advantages like high level of reliability and low level of emission. With complete implementation of smart grid, most of DGs control challenges will be solved. In smart power system, the monitoring and control aspects of system operation process will be properly performed. Communication infrastructure through the power system makes possible monitoring and control of all equipment like all DGs. One of the important aspects of DG effects is related to voltage control process. So the DSO should consider the effect of DGs on voltage profile. In other hand, the DSO must coordinate and set all voltage control equipment such as capacitors and transformer tap changer.

In [2-5] the voltage control issue is solved by optimization algorithm for day ahead scheduling. Disadvantage of these methods is that they require forecasted daily load and power output forecasted of renewable distributed generation. In [6], the author focused on the tasks of substation transformers with Load Tap Changers (LTCs) on smart grids. Voltage and reactive power control are one of LTCs’ tasks. A voltage control pattern in smart distribution grid was proposed in [7]. In [8] the authors propose the concept of a decentralized nonhierarchal voltage regulation architecture based on intelligent and cooperative smart entities. In [9], the authors presented a methodology that uses the potential of the smart grids applied to increase the voltage control efficiency in the distribution systems. In [10], the problem of voltage regulation has been well addressed by studying the impacts of DGs on the voltage profile and the operation of step voltage regulators (SVR) and feeder shunt capacitors. However, the IEEE P1547 Standard [11] specified that the DG units should not regulate distribution system voltages. An attempt by a DG unit to regulate distribution system voltage can conflict with existing voltage regulation schemes applied by the utility to regulate the same or a nearby point to a different voltage. Currently most of the installed DGs are commonly connected to operate at unity power factor to avoid interference with the voltage regulation devices connected to the system [12].

In [13], a new approach for voltage regulators function’s improvement in multiple feeders which include DGs was proposed. This model is based on placing RTU, which communicate with each other in a certain order, at each DG unit and each capacitor bus. With data which received from RTUs, the maximum and minimum voltage of feeders was estimated and, hence, it able to regulate the voltage of the feeder, or multiple feeders.

In this paper, an online voltage control model is proposed that has 2 advantages than previous works compromising of lower communication equipment as well as reduction of calculations that were carried out by RTUs. The propose model is design for smart distribution grid. This control can do by DSO as a centralized control or use by any substation or microgrid operator as decentralize control. With installing Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), the required data for using the proposed model will simply be achieved. Thus the proposed online voltage control can be implemented in a distribution network which equip with AMI system.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II details the various impacts of DGs on distribution voltage profile. Section III specifies how the maximum and minimum voltage was estimated and describe proposed model. Section IV discusses the simulation case and results from those studies. Sections V and VI include discussion and conclusion.

2. Impacts of DGs on Distribution voltage Profile

Distributed generation units connection to distribution system will strongly affect on feeders flow and voltage profile. These effects will so remarkable because of small X/R ratio of distribution feeders. This aspect of DGs on distribution system was shown in Fig. 1. Voltage drop from bus 1 to bus 2 is calculated as (1) [13-14]:

\[
V_1 - V_2 = (R + jX) \left[ \frac{(P - P_o) - jQ}{V_2^*} \right] \tag{1}
\]

Since the X/R ratio of distribution network is low, the imaginary part of voltage could be ignored. In per unit, the equation (1) can be written as follows:

\[
V_1 - V_2 = R(P - P_o) + jXQ \tag{2}
\]

As the load consumptions and power output of DGs (especially photo voltaic units) alter during a 24 hours period, the voltage drop will be changed through this period.
3. Online Voltage Control Pattern

While the power injection of one or multiple DGs or the power consumption of customers change, the voltage in some buses may exit the permissible range. For regulating by voltage regulator, the maximum and minimum voltage estimation through the feeders will be required. In a typical distribution system, the maximum voltage could occur in DG buses, capacitor buses or substation bus. However, the point with lowest voltage may be placed in the end buses or between DG buses [13].

Minimum voltage points can usually take place only at the end of the feeder as well as in between any DG connecting buses. The voltage of the end points can be read by RTU.

For minimum voltage point estimation, it is assumed that the load between the two DG units is concentrated halfway between them. In Fig. 2, the value of the minimum voltage in a point between the DG1 and DG2, is calculated by DG2, eq. (3) [13]:

\[
V_{est,DG2,DG1} = V_{DG2} - \left( P_0 \frac{r}{2} + Q_0 \frac{x}{2} \right)
\]  

(3)

Also, the value of the minimum voltage in a point between two DGs calculated by DG1 is given by:

\[
V_{est,DG1,DG2} = V_{DG1} + \left( P_1 \frac{r}{2} + Q_1 \frac{x}{2} \right)
\]  

(4)

A better estimation is achieved by averaging these two values:

\[
V_{est} = \frac{V_{est,DG1,DG2} + V_{est,DG2,DG1}}{2}
\]  

(5)

In this study, the amount of measuring data is given from offline backward/forward sweeping power flow which DG units were modeled as PQ bus and were considered as negative loads. This method addressed in [15-16].

3.1. Proposed System Structure

In this part, the structure of distribution network with installed RTUs, capacitors and DGs of proposed model are described.

3.1.1. SCADA and RTU System

SCADA solutions for Distribution Automation (DA) and Distribution Management Systems (DMS) deliver comprehensive benefits for monitoring and control tasks. Modern SCADA provides proper monitoring of equipment to maintain operations at an optimal level by identifying and correcting problems before they turn into significant system failures.

A SCADA system is made up of a number of remote terminal units (RTUs) collecting field data and sending that data back to a master station via a communications link. The RTU provides an interface to the field analog and digital sensors situated at each remote site. The master station displays the acquired data and also permits the operator to perform remote control tasks [17].

Fig. 3 is a block diagram presenting how the Energy Management System (EMS) software is linked to the capacitors and DGs in the modern distribution grid. Starting with the RTU, the measurement and internal calculations are carried out by each RTU, and the specified parameters are sent to another RTU. This procedure is continuing until the estimated maximum and minimum voltage data are delivered to the master SCADA. Finally, the controller set the voltage regulator based on estimated minimum and maximum voltage of feeders.

3.1.2. Proposed Distribution System's Configuration

The proposed system structure is shown in Fig. 4. In this system, one RTU was installed on each DG and capacitor’s bus. The communication link between RTUs is also presented in Fig. 4. Each RTU should measure some local parameters, and perform a simple calculation. Fig. 5 depicts the parameter that the RTUs need to measure. Each RTU measures the voltage of its bus, active and reactive power flow in lines connected to its bus.

3.2. Proposed Algorithm

In the proposed algorithm, the maximum and minimum voltage is calculated by each RTU and the output result send to next RTU as an input data. For clarification, let RTU_n be the RTU connected to a specific capacitor bank and RTU_{n+1} to be the upstream RTU, the RTU connected to the DG upstream from the first DG. Also, define RTU_{n+1} to be the downstream RTU. The flowchart depicted in Fig. 6, shows the calculation process by RTU_n. Basically, the algorithm can be clarified as follows: the farthest DG or capacitor’s RTU calculates the maximum and minimum voltage and send the data for its upstream RTU.
Upon receiving these data from the downstream RTU, the upstream RTU will compute the maximum and minimum voltage based on input data from the DG or Capacitor Bank.
downstream RTU and its measured parameters. This procedure continues while the estimated maximum and minimum voltage data is received by voltage control processor. For example, according to the flowchart, the RTU\textsubscript{n} with its local measurements estimates the voltage profile between RTU\textsubscript{n+1} and its node using the following equation:

\[
V_{\text{est},n,n+1} = V_n - \left( P_{n,n+1} \frac{r_{n,n+1}}{2} + Q_{n,n+1} \frac{x_{n,n+1}}{2} \right)
\]  

Now the average estimated voltage for the distance between RTU\textsubscript{n} and RTU\textsubscript{n+1} is calculated by means of the above estimated voltage and the similar estimated voltage by RTU\textsubscript{n+1} for this distance. This equation is given by (7) [13]:

\[
V_{\text{est},n} = \frac{V_{\text{est},n,n+1} + V_{\text{est},n+1,n}}{2}
\]

Then the maximum and minimum voltage is determined based on the RTU\textsubscript{n} place voltage (i.e. \( V_n \)), estimated voltage \( V_{\text{est},n} \) and estimated maximum and minimum voltage for downstream feeders of RTU\textsubscript{n} (i.e. \( V_{\text{max},n}, V_{\text{min},n+1} \)). In the next stage, the voltage in a point between RTU\textsubscript{n} and RTU\textsubscript{n-1} will be estimated with equation (8):

\[
V_{\text{est},n,n-1} = V_n - \left( P_{n,n-1} \frac{r_{n,n-1}}{2} + Q_{n,n-1} \frac{x_{n,n-1}}{2} \right)
\]

Finally, the values of \( V_{\text{max}}, V_{\text{min}}, \) and \( V_{\text{est},n,n-1} \) is sent to upstream RTU.

As some of calculations are carried out by each RTU, the transferred data and the calculation time will reduce. Comparing with common SCADA, the proposed model shows faster reaction to voltage variation.

### 3.3. Voltage Regulator Controller

After in receipt of the maximum and minimum voltages of each feeder, the voltage regulator will determine the absolute maximum and minimum voltage of all the feeders. Based on these values, the voltage regulator will calculate the tap position changing accordingly as follows:

\[
\text{Tap} = \text{tap}_0 + \text{round} \left( \frac{1 + V_{\text{max,feeders}} - V_{\text{min,feeders}} - V_{\text{max,feeders}}} {2 \text{Tapr}} \right)
\]

The basic condition that has to be satisfied in order the voltage regulator controller to find a suitable tap that will regulate the maximum and the minimum voltages of all feeders is:

\[
\Delta V > \left[ \left( V_{\text{max,perm}} - V_{\text{min,perm}} \right) \left( V_{\text{max,perm}} - V_{\text{min,perm}} \right) \right]
\]

Where \( \Delta V \) represents the maximum possible change in voltage level at secondary side of transformer, and is calculated by multiplication of total tap steps in a tap voltage ratio. If situation (10) does not hold then one regulator cannot handle the voltage regulation of the entire system. In such situation there might be a need to install more voltage regulators in the system.

### 4. Case Studies

In this section several simulation results will be reported to validate the proposed voltage regulation scheme. Fig. 7 shows a single-line diagram of a test distribution network. The load data is listed in Table 1. In this table, consumer type 1 is commercial and its load profile at 24 hours was shown in Fig. 8. Consumers’ type 2 is residential which their load profile was depicted in Fig. 9.
Fig. 7: System used for simulations

Table 1: Load data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus number</th>
<th>Maximum active power (kW)</th>
<th>Type of customer</th>
<th>Power factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeder 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeder 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four DGs are connected to buses 4 and 8 on the first feeder and buses 3 and 7 on the second feeder. These DGs are selected renewable distributed generation type, to consider the renewable generation effects on voltage regulation pattern. Two wind turbine units are connected to bus 8 on feeder 1 and bus 3 on feeder 2 that maximum output of these wind units are 700 kW and 800 kW, respectively. The output generation per unit profile at 24 hours of these units was given in Fig. 10. Also two photovoltaic units are connected to bus 4 on feeder 1 and bus 7 on feeder 2 that maximum output of these photovoltaic units are 300 kW (Fig. 11).

The installed capacitors are at bus 10 of feeder 1 and bus 10 of feeder 2 which their capacities are 1200 kVAr. The number of taps in voltage regulator is 10 and each tap ratio is 0.01 pu. The impedance of each
line is considered 0.85+j0.8 ohm. Also nominal voltage of this system is 11 kV. In the last buses of test system, a normally open breaker is installed that connects two feeders. In this study this breaker is normally considered open.

As seen from Fig. 12, the tap position decreased at hours when the load was low and the power production was high; because don’t let the voltage exit from maximum permissible range. Also at high load consumption and low power production period, the tap situation increased to not let the voltage exit from minimum permissible range. If the whole required data from network like real time load consumption and DGs output power are available, the maximum and minimum voltage of network will be calculated by power flow algorithm. The tap condition using power flow result was given in Fig. 13.

The efficiency and validation of proposed VVC is approved by comparing the result of tap condition by real online data and estimated data from proposed algorithm. The results which depicted in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 are so comparable. The voltage profile of all buses on feeder 1 before applying voltage regulation is drawn in Fig. 14. As seen from this Figure, the voltage in the end buses leave the upper limit on the hours 1-6 and drop below the lower limit on peak load. The voltage profile of this feeder after applying proposed voltage regulation method is shown in Fig. 15. The results show that the voltages on all buses in all hours bring back to their permissible range.

Using the proposed voltage control algorithm, the tap situation of voltage regulator is set based on load fluctuations of consumers and alternation of wind and photovoltaic units output. The result over 24-hour period is presented in Fig. 12.

As a result, the proposed model can solve the voltage problems that the increase of renewable penetration in the distribution system are caused.
Fig. 14: Voltage profile of feeder 1 before regulation

Fig. 15: Voltage profile of feeder 1 after regulation
In Fig. 18 the voltage profile before and after regulation in bus 11 on feeder 1 was presented.

As seen from Fig. 18, the voltage drops at early night hours and exit from permissible ranges. Then by voltage regulating with proposed algorithm, the voltage brings to its permissible range.

In Fig. 19 the voltage profile before and after regulation in bus 11 on feeder 2 was presented.

As seen from Fig. 19, the voltage drops at early night hours and exit from permissible ranges. Then by voltage regulating with proposed algorithm, the voltage brings to its permissible range.

5. Discussion

As mentioned before, if situation (10) does not hold, then one regulator cannot handle the voltage regulation of the entire system. In this situation there are two solutions. First, the operator can install more voltage regulators in the system. Installing extra voltage regulators in the system will provide more flexibility for voltage control. So, the maximum and minimum voltages of the original system will occur in two different control zones. In this case, RTU installed in each control zone will report to the voltage regulator responsible for that zone. Second option is using the other voltage control devices such as switched capacitors and load curtailments. While the proposed voltage control algorithm realizes that is not able to act in this situation, a signal is sent to main voltage controller processor. Then, voltage control system selects other available voltage control devices and algorithms to use in this situation. The main focus of this paper is on the tap changer action in voltage regulation using RTUs real time data. The other voltage control algorithms such as switched capacitors or load curtailment are defined as future works.

Time delay is one of the most important issues in every control and monitoring systems [18]. In the proposed model, the latency of tap changer actuation should be considered. To avoid tap changer actuation in transient voltage fluctuations, the tap changer must wait to receive at least two consecutive measured data from RTUs. As, the RTUs installed only on DGs or capacitors buses, the number of RTUs are acceptable [19]. Also, the RTUs data is received from each feeder, in parallel. So, the length of the longest feeder is the base of delay time calculation, not the whole distribution area. However, if the delay time is high,
there are some technical ways such as implementing faster communication infrastructures and parallel data exchange to reduce the delay time [20-21]. The maximum latency in receiving measured data from all RTUs in a feeder is calculated as sum of internal time calculation of each RTU and total data transfer time between RTUs installed on a feeder.

6. Conclusion
A coordinated online voltage control method is proposed in this paper to reach capable voltage regulation for multiple feeders in the presence of renewable distribution generation. The technique is based on locating RTU at each DG bus. Each RTU communicates with its neighbors. In this voltage control algorithm, the maximum and minimum voltage of feeders is calculated by RTUs. The controller of tap changer sets the voltage based on receiving data from RTUs. The proposed scheme needs lower measured parameters which leads to reduction of communication and measurement equipment in comparing of previous work. The RTU calculation process was also reduced in this pattern. The simulation results show the proposed voltage control algorithm is efficient and could be used in smart distribution system operation.

Appendix
Nomenclatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(V_{\text{max,per}})</td>
<td>The permissible maximum voltage of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{\text{r,n+1}})</td>
<td>The lines resistance between RTU(n) and RTU(n+1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x_{\text{n+1}})</td>
<td>The lines reactance between RTU(n) and RTU(n+1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{tap}_0)</td>
<td>The tap position of voltage regulator in before stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Tap})</td>
<td>The step of voltage regulator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Tap}_r)</td>
<td>The optimum tap position of voltage regulator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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